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I.  ICF principles and “preview”

•  Principles and basic requirements
•  A “preview”
•  Back-of the envelope parameter evaluation
•  Issues and schemes
•  Lasers for fusion
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Controlled fusion requires
 the achievement of extreme conditions

•  thermonuclear reactions (no beam-target, no beam-beam)

•  temperature T ≥ 5 x 107 K ==> plasma

•  confinement: ���
the reacting plasma must be kept at suitable density and 
temperature, and its energy/mass must be confined for a 
sufficiently long time τ, so that
•  in a steady reactor the released power exceeds the power 

spent to keep the plasma reacting 
•  in a pulsed reactor the released energy per pulse exceeds 

the energy spent to bring the fuel to burning conditions



Even for deuterium-tritium 
the temperature must exceed 5 keV

D + T => α + n + 17.6 MeV
 has by far the largest reactivity

at 4.2 keV fusion alpha particle power 
exceeds bremsstrahlung power 



Confinement. An option:
Inertial confinement fusion (ICF)  

•  Fusion reactions 
•  from a target containing a few mg of DT fuel 
•  compressed to very high density (ρ > 1000 times solid density)
•  and heated to very high temperature

•  No external confinement => fuel confined by its own inertia 
  (mass) confinement time τ = R/cs, 

cs: sound speed;
R: linear dimension of the compressed fuel

•   Explosive, pulsed process
•  Energy has to be provided cyclically by a suitable driver
•  The mass of the fuel must be limited to about 10 mg, ���
     in order to contain the explosion 

(1 mg of DT releases 340 MJ, equivalent to 85 kg of TNT)
[QDT = 17.6 MeV/reaction = 340 MJ/mg = 3.4 x 1014 J/kg] 



ρR:  ICF confinement parameter
Φ: burn efficiency

•  ICF is pulsed.
•  The fuel must remain confined for a time longer than the burn time

•  reaction time:           ,       n = ρ/mi: ion number density
   ρ: mass density

•  confinement time:

• 

at T = 20 – 40 keV, rhs depends weakly on T
 = =>  ρR > 1.2 g/cm2

•  It can be shown that the fraction of burned fuel is, approximately,
   Φ = ρR / (ρR + 7 g/cm2), and in practice the confinement requirement is 

      ρR > (2 – 3) g/cm2

    

€ 

τ reaz ≈
1

n < σv >

    

€ 

τconf ≈
R
cs

,       cs = 2.7 ×107 T (keV)  cm/s    (sound speed)

    

€ 

 τconf > τ reaz  ==>     ρR ≥
csm i

< σv >
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ICF performance is measured by the GAIN:
target gain, fuel gain

•  ICF is pulsed.
•  Each target must release an energy well in excess of the energy used to bring it to 

fusion conditions.
•  We define the target gain G

€ 

G =  Fusion energy
Energy delivered by the driver to the target

=
EFus

Edriver
=
ΦmDTQDT

Edriver

and the  fuel energy gain GF

    

€ 

GF =  Fusion energy
Energy delivered to the fuel

=
EFus

EF

=
EFus

ηEdriver

where η is the energy coupling efficiency, typically of 5-10%
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•  Close the cycle:  G ηd = 1/(Mηth f)  
•  Power production:  Pgrid = νdriver Egrid = νdriver [(1-f) ηthGM  Ed] 
•  target cost < 20% COE; (COE: cost of energy) 

laser repetition rate: νdriver 

Pulsed fusion for energy production:
general requirements

set by power balance and economics 



•  Closing the cycle: G ηd = 10; e.g. G = 100; ηd = 10%
•  Power production: Ed = 2.5 MJ; νdriver = 10 Hz
•  1 target electrical energy to grid = 100 MJ = 27.8 kWh; 

if COE = 0.05 €/kWh, cost of target < 0.278 €
(burnt DT in 1 target: 0.733 mg; DT in 1 target ≈ 2.5 mg)  

Possible set of parameters for a 1000 MW reactor 

Reactor cycle: numbers for a 1 GW reactor
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•  G ηd ≥ 10  =>     G = 100 (or larger)

•  Large capital costs, 
   economy of scale; Pgrid ≥ 1 GWe  =>     Ed = 2 – 5 MJ  

•  cost of target < 20% Cost Of Energy =>  

Required: 
•  target gain ≈ 100
•  few MJ driver

Cost of target critical 

€ 

×  Yfus

250 MJ
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟  

COE
5 cent/kWh
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟  

ηth

40%
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟          cost of target < 28 cent 



The essential physical ingredients of ICF:
Compression

Hot spot ignition  

(homogeneous sphere of DT, radius R, density ρ) 

• COMPRESSION: 
  Φ > 30% ==> ρR > 3 g/cm2

mass mDT = (4π/3)ρR3  < few mg ==>    

• HOT SPOT IGNITION
do not heat the whole fuel to 5 keV;
heat to 5 – 10 keV the smallest amount of fuel capable      of 
self heating and triggering a burn wave
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€ 

ρ >
300

mDT (mg)
 g/cm3



Ignition: once the central fuel is heated and compressed,
competition

between heating (alpha-particles) 
and cooling (electrons, bremsstrahlung, mechanical work)

Good estimates obtained
from simple models
assuming model configurations
as in this figure
a) standard, isobaric
b) isochoric (applies to fast ignitor,
see next lectures)

Ignition conditions can be written in the 
form of Lawson-conditions (T vs ρR), 
see next lectures



Why hot spot ignition

uniform heating of the whole fuel = > unacceptably low fuel gain

Indeed:

•   1 DT reaction => 17 600 keV

•   heating deuteron, triton and their electrons to 5 keV: (3/2)*5*4 = 30 keV

    

€ 

G =
17600 Φ

30
η = 580  Φη = 17.4 Φ

0.3
η

0.1
<< 100

Hot spot ignition to save energy 
and allow for the needed high gain

where η is the energy coupling efficiency. For direct-drive ICF (see later)
η = ηa ηh is the product of absorption efficiency and hydrodynamic efficiency 

(rocket efficiency), which will be discussed later



the standard approach: central ignition
imploding fuel kinetic energy converted into internal energy 

and concentrated in the centre of the fuel 

(see, e.g., S. Atzeni and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn, The Physics of Inertial Fusion, Oxford University Press, 2004.)

implosion velocity for 
ignition:

uimp > 250 – 400 km/s

depending of the fuel mass:
uimp ∝ m-1/8
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A   “preview”
Simulation of a standard direct-drive target

Irradiated by a laser pulse, with wavelength of 0.25 µm
total energy of 1.6 MJ

Achieves energy gain about 60
It can be improved to achieve gain higher than 100

Next viewgraphs (and movies), 
from 1-D and 2-D simulations (DUED code)

Ref: S. Atzeni and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn:
        The Physics of Inertial Fusion, Oxford (2004, 2009)
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Hollow shell (*) target,
irradiated by a large number of overlapping beams

Target (hollow shell)
• Fuel mass: few mg
• Radius: 1 – 3 mm
• Fuel radius / thickness = 10

Laser driver pulse
• Energy: 1 – 5 MJ
• Duration: 10 – 20 ns
• Peak power: 300 – 500 TW
• Peak intensity: 1015 W/cm2

• Wavelength: (1/4) – (1/3) µm

Compressed fuel
• Density: 200 – 1000 g/cm3

• Low average entropy,
    but hot-spot with T = 10 keV

(*) Shell instead of sphere to increase target surface���
and increase irradiation time:���
=> reduced laser intensity, reduced laser power



Irradiation, implosion, compression, ignition & burn
(shell with 1.67 mg of DT fuel, irradiated by 1.6 MJ pulse, see later) 

3 mm

density (g/cm3)

simulated interval  = 25 ns

3 
m

m
10-4 10-1 102

temperature (K)
102 105 108

S. Atzeni, 1992
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0,15 mm

temperature

0.
15

 m
m

Density

Zoom (in space and time):
final compression, ignition, burn and explosion

simulated time  = 0.5 ns
S. Atzeni, 1992
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Text

Laser power vs time
(notice the log scale)

1-D 
“Flow chart”



Laser absorption ==>
      ablation
      high temperature plasma
      very high pressure
      (next lectures)

corona expands,
shocks launched in the shell



Shocks driven by laser absorption

==> shell inward acceleration (implosion)



The ablative pressure
drives the implosion
of the shell

shell inward acceleration 
(implosion) = rocket

[see next lectures]

At stagnation substantial
fuel compression and
heating occur (see curves 5)



At the end of the implosion
a hot spot is formed, which
suddenly self-heats

and drives a fusion burn wave

(notice the time scales)



Text

fusion burn wave
propagating to the 
whole fuel in less
than 100 ps



Back-of-the envelope parameter estimate

•  specific energy = > implosion velocity

•  implosion velocity & target size => driving pressure

•  size and velocity => implosion time and pulse time

•  target  mass and specific energy => fuel energy

•  coupling efficiency (next lecture) & fuel energy => driver energy

•  driver energy, pulse time, target size => driver power and intensity

A key parameter is the shell aspect ratio (radius to thickness, R0/ΔR0 ):
The larger the aspect ratio the lower power and intensity, 
but more critical target stability and symmetry (next lectures) 



Specific internal energy (compression* and thermal) at ignition = 
specific kinetic energy of the imploding fuel = ui

2/2
=>    implosion velocity uimp  = 300 - 350 km/s

Average pressure: assume constant pressure applied at thin hollow 
shell, as the radius shrinks by 50%:
=>    (1/2) mf uimp

2 ≈ <p> (7/8)(4π/3) R0
3���

<p> ≈ (12/7) ρDT uimp
2 (ΔR0/R0)       (**)

Peak pressure ≈ 2.5 <p>           (see next lecture)
⇒        for   R0/ΔR0= 10, peak pressure = 80-100 Mbar      

Pressure generation and coupling efficiency: next lectures

Optimal use of coupled energy to compress: next lectures

**) ρDT : density of solid DT
*) Partial degeneracy important



100 Mbar pressure 
required to implode at uimp = 350 km/s

100 Mbar = 100 millions atmospheres
100 Mbar = 10 TPa                     



Back-of-the-envelope estimates of target parameters



Implosion concentrates energy in space, multiplies pressure, 
but 

four key issues

1.  couple efficiently driver energy to the target, to achieve adequate 
imposion velocity (discussed in detail in the next lectures)

2.  use efficiently the coupled energy to compress the fuel
3.  mantain nearly spherical symmetry (small, central hot spot to be 

created)
4.  limit dangerous effects of Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (RTI) 

(discussed in detail in the next lectures)
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2nd issue: compress efficiently

do not heat before compressing  (keep p*dV as small as possible) =>
-  no “preheating” by fast particles, hard X-rays
-  tune the pulse, to reach high pressure "gradually"

“Pulse shaping”:

Laser power
carefully tuned, to launch
a sequence of properly timed 
shocks, that approximate 
adiabatic compression



 3rd issue: implosion symmetry:

long scale shape of compressed fuel depend
on driving pressure non uniformity

    

€ 

δR
R

=
δu imp

u imp

=
δp
p
≅

2
3
δI
I

we want hot spot relative deformation   δRh/Rh << 1

but Rh is typically 1/30 of the initial radius R0

==> δI/I << 1/20; ==> we request δI/I < 1%

(the larger the ignition margin, the larger tolerable δI/I              (eg, Atzeni, Eurphys. Lett. 1990) 



4th issue: Rayleigh-Taylor instability ���
 unavoidable in inertial fusion 

deceleration-phase instability at the hot spot boundary
(2D simulation)

    tim
e

=======> 

Atzeni & Schiavi, PPCF 2004 
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Rayleigh-Taylor instability hinders hot spot formation and ignition  
(multimode perturbation with rms amplitude at the end of the coasting stage = 1.5 µm)

Ion temperature (eV) map evolution S. Atzeni and A. Schiavi, 2004
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•  Laser – matter (plasma) [or particle-beam – plasma] interaction
•  Plasma physics (including non-ideal plasma, partially degenerate plasma, partial ionization, etc.)
•  Phase transitions (from cryogenic matter to hot plasma)
•  Transport processes 
•  Radiative transfer
•  Fusion reactions and product (charged products and neutrons) transport 

•  Mass density: 10-6 – 103 g/cm3

•  Temperature: 10 – 3 x 109 K

Time scales:

•  Implosion: few – 30 ns

•  Ignition: few – 100 ps

•  Fluid instabilities: 0.1 – 1 ns

•  Plasma instabilities:  < 1 ps to ns

Space scales:

•  Target size: few mm

•  Compressed fuel: 0.1 mm

•  Density scale-lengths: down to 1 µm

•  Fluid modes: down to µm

•  Plasma instabillities: Debye length, skin depth, ..

ICF involves a variety of physics processes
and of space- and time-scales
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ICF target simulation codes inlcude a lot of physics 
and must resolve “small” scales
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 A variety of inertial fusion schemes 
have been proposed

•  drivers: 
o  lasers
o  ion beams
o  pulsed power sources

•  compression-driving irradiation schemes: 
o  direct 
o  indirect

•  ignition schemes: 
o  conventional central ignition 
o  fast ignition
o  shock ignition
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38

Lasers for fusion



pulses with up to 50 kJ 
in a few ns

39

The largest 1980’s laser fusion facility: NOVA



Titolo

(from LLNL website) 

NIF: a 1.8 MJ laser 
for fusion ignition 
demonstration
(Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory)
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NIF: a 1.8 MJ laser for fusion ignition demonstration
(Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory)

movie taken during NIF construction (downloaded from LLNL site). NIF was completed in 2009
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NIF: come funziona il laser 

filmato dal sito del LLNL:



II.  Hot-spot ignition condition 
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Hot spot ignition condition:
Lawson-like and nτT (or ρRT) criteria   



The ignition condition is essentially 
a condition on the hot spot pressure

[ρc/ρh = 5 – 7]

fuel at ignition 

pressure for ignition:

    

€ 

p  (Gbar)  > 500  
Rh

30  µm
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

S. Atzeni et al. NJP (2013); 
J. Lindl et al, NF (2014)  

! pRh > 15 Tbar µm



High implosion velocity 
required  for standard 
ignition:
uimp > 300 – 400 km/s

depending of the fuel mass and 
on the compressed 
fuel in-flight isentrope:
uimp ∝ m-0.15  αif

2/9

 required laser energy decreases strongly 
with increasing implosion velocity

€ 

E ∝ uimp
−6 α if

1.8pabl
−0.8

                    Herrmann, Tabak, Lindl, Nucl. Fusion 41, 99 (2001); Atzeni & Meyer-ter-Vehn, Nucl. Fusion (2002)

Hot Pressure at stagnation is 
a strong function of the implosion velocity ( p 

~ uimp αif
-0.9)3

Central ignition relies on large implosion velocity



III. Laser drive

•  Light absorption
•  Pressure generation
•  Ablative acceleration
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Pulsed laser – solid interaction ���

•  can generate extreme states of matter ���
(temperature, density, pressure, e.m. fields)

•  can be used to drive inertial confinement fusion targets (we 
have seen that 100 Mbar are required to drive the implosion 
of an ICF target)
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Which lasers?
 long pulse, for 

fusion
  (ns)

Short pulse (sub ps),
Table-top 

Short pulse 
Performance

E 0.1 – 2000 kJ ≤ 1 J ≤ 1 kJ

Δt  1 – 10 ns 10 fs – 1 ps  ≤ 1 ps 

W  0.1 – 500 TW < 10 TW 1(-10) PW

rf 0.1 – 1 mm ≤ 10 µm ~10 µm

I ≤ 1015 W/cm2 1017 – 1019 W/cm2 ≤ 1022 W/cm2

In all cases, 
wavelength λ = 0.35 – 1.5 µm

(justified later)
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A free electron in the field of a plane e.m. wave, ���
with wavenumber k, frequency ω, average intensity I 

€       

€ 

FE = −eE
FB = −ev × B

⎫ 
⎬ 
⎭ 

==>
| FB |
| FE |

≈
v
c

    

€ 

dpy ( x = 0, t)
dt

= −eE(0, t) = −eE0e
i (kx−ωt ) = −eE0e

−iωt     ==>  py (0, t) = posce
−iωt ,    posc =

eE0

ω
.

aL
2 =

posc

mc
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

2

=  e2λ2I
2π2ε0m

2c5
= 0.73 I

1018 Wcm −2

λ
1 µm
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

2

= 0.73I18λµ
2

0.73 I18 λ2 << 1   electrons not relativistic;
                            magnetic force negligible

    

    

€ 

I =
c  ε0E0

2

2

⇒  magnetic force negligible if v << c;
⇒  What is a typical electron velocity ���
    (in the wave field?) 
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Laser interaction with a plasma (moderate 
intensity regime)

-  Propagation

-  Absorption
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(From now on non-relativistic limit)

Previously: free electron in vacuum

Now, PLASMA
•  Electrons move to shield externally imposed fields
•  Electrons collide with each other
•  Electrons collide with ions

We will show that

•  Light can only propagate if ω > ωp

•  At moderate intensity (to be defined later) ���
laser energy is absorbed collisionally:

e.m. field energy =>  electron quiver motion =>  e-i collisions
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Quantitative results on propagation and absorption ���
are provided by the dispersion relation 

•  For any quantity: equilibrium value + perturbation (g = g0 + g1*) 

•  Linearization  (neglect 2nd order terms)

•  Harmonic perturbations, g1* = g1exp [i(k . r-ωt)]���
=> d/dr = i k      d/dt = - iω

•  Dispersion relation ω = ω (k) or k = k(ω)

From the dispersion relation we obtain€ 

      

€ 

- in general,  k  complex,  k =  ℜ(k ) +  iℑ(k )
- intensity I ∝E 2 ∝ e −2ℑ(k )x

exponential decay
! " #    e −2i [ℜ(k )x −ωt ]

oscillating term
! " $ $ # $ $ 

    

€ 

- phase velocity  vΦ =ω / k ,  and refraction index  µ = c / vΦ
- group velocity  vg = dω / dk

- absorption coefficient  α = 2ℑ(k )
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•  Ions at rest
•  Fluid (cold and collisional) electrons

      

€ 

m dv
dt

= −eE − ev × B −mvνei

J = −env

∇ × E = −
∂B
∂t

∇ × B = µ0J + µ0ε0
∂E
∂t

⎫ 

⎬ 
⎪ ⎪ 

⎭ 
⎪ 
⎪ 

=>∇(∇ ⋅ E) −∇2E = −
1
ε0c

2

∂J
∂t

−
1
c2

∂2E
∂t 2

Perturb above equations about the equilibrium values: ���
n = n0; v0 = E0 = B0 = J0 = 0

        

€ 

−miωv1 = −eE1 −mv1νei (1)

J1 = −en0v1 = −
e2n0

im(ω + iνei )
E1 (2)

ik(k ⋅ E1)
=0,  since  k⊥E
! " # $ # + k 2E1 = i ω

ε0c
2 J1 +

ω2

c2 E1 (3)

Deriving the dispersion relation - I 



By inserting  eq. (2) into eq. (3): 

      

€ 

(k 2 −
ω2

c2
)E1 = −i  e2n0

ε0m

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟  

ω

i(ω + iν ei )c
2

E1

=>    c2k 2 =ω 2 −
ω p

2

1+ i ν ei

ω

,      with  ω p =
e2n0

ε0m

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

1/ 2

,  plasma frequency

separating real and imaginary parts

c2k 2 =ω 2 −
ω p

2

1+
ν ei

2

ω 2

+  i
ω p

2

1+
ν ei

2

ω2

ν ei

ω
≅ω 2 −ω p

2 +  iω p
2 ν ei

ω

    

€ 

c  ℜ(k ) = ω2 −ωp
2

2ℑ(k ) =
ℑ(k 2 )
ℜ(k )

=
νeiωp

2

cω2 1−
ωp

2

ω2

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ ⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ ⎟ 

−1/ 2

    

€ 

c2k 2 =ω 2 −ω p
2 +  iω p

2 ν ei

ω

Deriving the dispersion relation - II 



    

€ 

c2  ℜ(k 2 ) =ω 2 −ω p
2 > 0    for    ω > ω p

 •  propagation only for ω > ω p

 •  or     n < nc = mω 2ε0

e2
=  1.12×1021

λ(µm)[ ]
2

 cm -3;    critical density   

 •  or     ρ <ρc =  1.86×10-3

λ(µm)[ ]
2

A
Z

   g cm -3

 •  phase velocity     vΦ = ω
k

= c  1−
ω p

2

ω 2

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ ⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ ⎟ 

−1/ 2

> c

 •  group velocity     vg = dω
dk

= c  1−
ω p

2

ω2

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ ⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ ⎟ 

1/ 2

<  c  

 •  vg vΦ = c2

Propagation (and cut-off); critical density; phase and group velocity
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€ 

refraction index     µ = c
vΦ

=  1−
ω p

2

ω2

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ ⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ ⎟ 

1/ 2

<  1

Refraction index always < 1
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€ 

absorption coefficient      α =  2ℑ(k ) =
ℑ(k 2 )
ℜ(k )

=
ν eiω p

2

cω 2
1−

ω p
2

ω 2

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ ⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ ⎟ 

−1/ 2

ω p
2 ∝ ne;      ν ei ∝ neTe

-3/2;        ω = 2πc /λ

=>α∝ ne
2  Te

-3/2  λ2 1− ne

nc

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

−1/ 2

Caution to the scaling with wavelength; 
Absorption coefficient grows quadratically with λ at given density, but 
accessible density decreases quadratically with λ.

A more transparent expression is then 

    

€ 

α∝
ne

nc

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

2

Te
-3/2  λ−2 1− ne

nc

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

−1/ 2

Collisional (or inverse Bremsstrahlung) absorption coefficient
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               νabs        νei
Laser      ==>     oscillating electrons     ==>      collisional damping

νabs:  absorption frequency
νei:   collision frequency

    

€ 

α =
1

Labsorption

=
ν abs

vg

=
ν abs

cµ
= ν ei

nmvosc
2

cµε0E
2

= ν ei
ne2E 2

cµε0E
2mω2

α =
ne2

ε0m

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 
ν ei

cµω 2
=
ω p

2ν ei

cω 2
1−

ω p
2

ω 2

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ ⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ ⎟ 

−1/ 2

    

€ 

ν abs
1
2
ε0E

2 = ν ei
1
2

nmvosc
2

A more physical derivation of the absorption coefficient



When does previous model apply?

-  Electron must stay nearly thermal, i.e. ���
   thermalization must be faster than heating 

    

€ 

ν eev thermal >> ν ei vosc

ν ee = ν ei / Z

vosc =
eE
mω

∝λI 1/ 2

==>  Iλ2 <  cost TZ −2

Inserting appropriate numerical values, for low-Z materials

I(W/cm2) λ2 (µm) ≤ 1014

At higher intensity the absorption coefficient decreases somewhat (not too much) due 
to distortion of the electron distribution function (see Kruer’s book) 

€ 



Absorption efficiency depends critically on Iλ4

We shall see that when a pulsed laser beam impinges on a solid target a 
roughly isothermal plasma “corona” is generated. 
In the “accessible” region, n = nc exp (-x/L), 
where x is the distance from the critical density and L is a scalelength.

Fraction of absorbed light    

=> (*)
    

€ 

ηabs = 1−exp 2 α( x)dx
0

∞

∫
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ = 1−exp −

8ν eiL
3 c

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

η
ab

s

(*) Mora (1982)

    

€ 

ηabs = 1−exp −
I

I *ηabs

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟  ,     where

I *

1014 Wcm −2
≈ 1.5 Z  L

1 mm
λ

1 µm
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

−4

Absorption drops substantially when I > I*
(confirmed by experiments, see next vg)



Garban-Labaune et al, PRL (1982) 

Experiments confirm that
absorption efficiency improves substantially 

as the wavelength decreases  
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Interaction of a laser pulse with a solid

•  Ablation

•  ablation pressure





Ablated mass   d(m/S)/dt ≈ ρ2 u2

Ablation pressure   p ≈ ρ2 u2
2

“Low” intensity case: all light absorbed
 before reaching the critical density (Caruso and Gratton, 1968) 



We need to determine ρ2 and u2  

Assume:
•  Light fully absorbed before reaching critical density
• Absorbing layer self-regulates, so that αL ≈ 1 
• Absorbing layer sonic (Japman-Jouget condition), ε2e ≈ u2

2 

We use dimensional analysis. 
First we identify the relevant dimensional quantities
•  Laser intensity I
•  Focal spot size rF
•  Parameter a defined as follows(*):  

           Absorption coefficient

           (ρc is not relevant: light does not reach it; ε2eε2e ≈ u2
2)

If pulse duration long enough, expansion spherical, steady corona, time not 
relevant.

(*) ���

    

€ 

α =
ω p

2ν ei

cω 2
1−

ω p
2

ω2

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ ⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ ⎟ 

−1/ 2

= a ρ2
2

ε2e
3/ 2

1− ρ2

ρc

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

−1/ 2

    

€ 

a = 2×1029λµ

Z 9/ 2

A7/ 2
  (cgs units);   dimensions : L8T -3M -2



3 relevant quantities, 3 fundamental dimensions (L,M,T),
⇒  Unknowns ρ2 and u2 can be written as 

with exponents uniquely determined by dimensional considerations.
For example [Eq.(1)]

[LT-1] = [L]α [L8M-2T-3] β [MT-3] γ   

[LT-1] = [Lα+8β M-2β+γT-3β-3γ]
⇒  1 = α +8β;      0 = -2β + γ;         -1 = -3β – 3γ
⇒   α = 1/9;      β = 1/9;         γ = 2/9

    

€ 

u2 ∝ rF
αaβI γ       (1)

ρ2 ∝ rF
δaεI φ        (2)

    

€ 

u2 ∝ rF
1/ 9a1/ 9I 2/ 9     

Analogously one obtains
ρ2 ∝ rF

−1/ 3a−1/ 3I 1/ 3    

Absorbing layer parameters from���
dimensional analysis (Caruso and Gratton, 1968) 



Ablation pressure and mass ablation rate 

    

€ 

ablation pressure   p = ρ2u2
2 ∝rF

−1/ 9a−1/ 9I 7/ 9

mass ablation rate   − d(m/S ) / dt = ρ2u2 ∝ rF
−2/ 9a−2/ 9I 5/ 9

Inserting the expression for a as function of  λ
−d(m/S ) / dt∝ rF

−2/ 9λ−4/ 9I 5/ 9                       p∝ rF
−1/ 9λ−2/ 9I 7/ 9

 
The front factors have been determined by both more detailed analysis 
(Mora, 1982) and numerical simulations (Gardner & Bodner, 1981), and 
agree with experimental values

    

€ 

         − d(m/S ) / dt  [g/cm s] =  1.6×105  rmm
−2/ 9  λµ

−4/ 9  I14
5/ 9 f ( A, Z )

                    p  [Mbar] =  11 rmm
−1/ 9  λµ

−2/ 9  I14
7/ 9g( A, Z )

rmm = r[mm];      λµ = λ[µm];     I14 = I [1014 W/cm2];  f = g = 1 for plastic          

 



Previous expression for ablation pressure agrees with large set
of experimental data collected between 1965 and 1995

For details and reference to original data: SA, PPCF 1987, 2000; SA & MtV’s book



When previous model apply?

Corona of size r ≥ rF must form:
⇒  Pulse duration > r0/u2 ≈  

Light is absorbed at density ρ2 << ρc

⇒    

Note the very strong wavelength scaling

    

€ 

         1.5 rmm
8/ 9  λµ

−2/ 9  I14
−2/ 9g( A, Z )         [ns]

 

    

€ 

I14 << 4  rmm  λµ
−4  I14

−2/ 9         [ns]

 



Assume 
-  light absorbed at critical density
-  critical density = sonic point  (sound velocity: cs)
-  corona expansion: isothermal rarefaction wave

E/S = 4 ρccs
3t      (see SAMtV book, Ch. 7)

I = (E/St) = 4 ρccs
3     =>   cs=(I/4ρc)1/3 

p ≈  2 ρc cs
2 ∝  (I/λ)2/3                      d(m/S)/dt  ≈ ρc cs ≈ (I/λ4)1/3

With front factor (see Lindl 1995, or Betti’s lecture):

p = 8.7 (I14/λµ)2/3 Mbar

Cfr with recent simulations in spherical geometry (SA et al, NJP 2013)
p = cost I0.75λ-0.40                   d(m/S)/dt  = cost I0.6λ-0.40 R-0.22

At somewhat higher intensity (1014– 1015 W/cm2, @ λ = 0.35–0.5 µm):
 light absorbed at the critical density

 (see, eg., Manheimer et al., Phys Fluids 1982; Lindl, Phys. Plasmas 1995)
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In summary:



1st issue: coupling laser light
-  short laser wavelength (e.g. λ = 0.35 µm; next lectures) 
-  limit intensity I to 1015 W/cm2 (next lectures) 

=> use hollow shell target, instead of sphere   

good assorption in the collisional regime, at short wavelength 

Garban-Labaune et al, PRL (1982) 

p ∝ (I/λ)2/3 

@ I = 1015 Wcm2 
     λ = 0.35 µm 
= => pressure  p = 80 Mbar 
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Collisional and non collisional & relativistic regimes of
Laser - plasma interaction
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Ablative acceleration 

of plane and spherical targets

Rocket model of ablation
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Irradiation of a “tick” disk, plasma formation 

SA, 1985; 1992



77 SA, 1985; 1992

Ablative acceleration of a “thin” disk
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Laser acceleration = acceleration of a rocket (of mass m(t)

No exerternal forces: momentum is conserved

      

€ 

dQex + dQrocket = 0

d(mv ) + [−dm(uex + v )] = 0         =>  dv = uex
dm
m

                                  v(t) = −uex ln m ( t)
m0



rocket efficiency (in laser fusion hydrodynamic efficiency)

    

€ 

ηh−ideal =
E payload

E payload +Eexhaust

=

1
2

mv2

1
2

(m0 −m)uex
2

=
x ln x2

1− x

For laser drive, after some algebra:

    

€ 

ηh =

1
2

mv2

E laser-absorbed

=
1
2

d(m/S )
d t

uex
2

I abs

x ln x2

1− x
= h x ln x2

1− x
,       h ≈ 0.25 for low - Z materials
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IV.  Implosion symmetry



3rd issue: symmetry:
irradiate as uniformly as possible

long scale shape of compressed fuel depends
on driving pressure non uniformity

    

€ 

δR
R

=
δu imp

u imp

=
δp
p
≅

2
3
δI
I

we want hot spot relative deformation   δRh/Rh << 1

but Rh is typically 1/30 of the initial radius R0

==> δI/I << 1/20; ==> we request δI/I < 1%

(the larger the ignition margin, the larger tolerable δI/I          (eg, Atzeni, Europhys. Lett. 1990) 



3rd issue: symmetry:
operate with “safety” 

margins
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3rd issue: 
symmetry:

operate with 
“safety” 
margins

83
(S. Atzeni, Europhys. Lett. 1990) 



3rd issue: symmetry
another aspect: accurate target positioning required

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, 
Plasma Phys. Controll. Fusion 2011 Gain = 1% of 1D gainGain = 95% of 1D gain

10 µm displacement 

Shock-ignition: sensitive to 
mispositioning

20 µm displacement 
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V.  Implosion (in)stability



Rayleigh-Taylor instability���
 unavoidable in inertial fusion 

deceleration-phase instability at the hot spot boundary
(2D simulation)

    tim
e

=======> 

Atzeni & Schiavi, PPCF 2004 
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Rayleigh instability of superposed fluids ���
 Taylor instability of accelerated fluid  

Rayleigh instability of interface 
in hydrostatic equilibrium

Taylor instability of accelerated 
interface; equivalent to Rayleigh 
instability if analysed in a frame  
moving with the interface

87
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Rayleigh instability, single mode and multimode, nonlinear evolution
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Classical Rayleigh instability of superposed fluids 

Linear theory:

Sinusoidal perturbations of the interface between incompressible, ideal 
fluids, with wavelength λ (i.e. wave number k = 2 π/λ) 
and “small” initial amplitude ξ0, 
grow exponentially in time 

ξ = ξ0 exp(γt)        [for ξ ≤ λ/10]                

with growth rate                                                                                

    

€ 

A =
ρ2 −ρ1

ρ2 + ρ1

,     Atwood number

    

€ 

γ = γ cl = Agk
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Rayleigh instability of superposed fluids 
growth rate derivation from a simple energy principle 

(H. J. Kull, Laser Part. Beams 1986) 
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= = > the classical RTI growth rate (Lord Rayleigh, 1883)

    

€ 

A =
ρ2 −ρ1

ρ2 + ρ1

,     Atwood number
    

€ 

γ = γcl = Agk

•  RTI of a layer of finite thickness: G. I. Taylor (1950)
• General stability condition (energy principle): Chandrasekhar’s book 

Hydrodynamic and hydromagnetic stability, Oxford (1961)
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If RTI growth at ablation front were classical,
ICF would not be feasible

    

€ 

ξ(λ,t ) = ξ0 exp γ(λ, ʹ′ t ) 
0

t

∫ d ʹ′ t 
⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ = ξ0 exp Γ(λ,t )[ ]

Linear growth a perturbation of initial amplitude ξ0 and wavelength λ:   

Assume
•  
•       constant acceleration between r = R0 and r = (1/2) R0 

= > at2 = R0

•   worst (=most dangerous) mode for a layer of thickness ΔR: ���
λ = πΔR     (for shorter wavelengths linear growth saturation)

= => for the worst mode, at the end of acceleration stage   

    

€ 

γ = Aak ≅  2πa / λ         ( A ≅1 at ablation front)

    

€ 

Γ ≈  2R0

ΔR
=

2R0

R
R
ΔR

>11,       i.e.   ξ > 60  000  ξ0 clearly unacceptable

(here we have assumed R = R0/2, and R/ΔR > 30 



Theory vs experiment 
(Budil et al. 1996)

theory vs simulation 
(Tabak et al. 1990) 

ablative RTI:
growth rate reduced, short wavelengths stable

classical RTI:  uniform density, sharp interface, no fluxes, incompress. fluids

in ICF, ablative RTI:  continous density; mass, momentum & energy
 fluxes (ablation), [+ compressible fluids, + spherical geometry + ...]

RTI, classical vs ICF
ablation reduces growth, stabilises “short” wavelengths
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€ 

γ =  αRT
ak

1+ kLmin

−βRTkua

RTI, classical vs ICF
ablation reduces growth, stabilises “short” wavelengths

(*) For detailed treatment and bibliography see Ch. 8 of Atzeni & Meyer-ter-Vehn, 2004.

The major differences with classical RTI are caused by (*)
- finite density gradient (with minimum density scale-length Lmin)
-  ablation (with surface rate dµ/dt)

Theory (Sanz 1994, Betti et al 1996, 1998) is involved. However results are 
fitted well by (Betti et al. 1998, generalising Takabe et al. 1985)

€ 

where αRT = 0.9 – 1 and  βRT = 1 – 3  are coefficients depending on laser intensity, 
light wavelength and material,   

    

€ 

ua =
dm / dt
ρpa

is the ablation velocity, with 
ρpa peak density ahead of the ablation front
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Experiment on single mode RTI of radiation driven foil
(Lindl et al, 2004)
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RTI in ICF:
instability at ablation front & instability at stagnation

(Lindl et al, 2004) 
perturbation fed from outer to inner surface of the shell 
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Simulation by the NRL group; Bates et al., HEDP 2010; Schmitt et al., PoP 2010



A too large initial corrugation (rms amplitude 6 µm),
amplified by RTI, makes hot spot formation impossible

Ion temperature (eV) map evolution S. Atzeni and A. Schiavi, 2004



Inner surface RTI in ICF

(Atzeni & Schiavi, PPCF 2004)
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VI.  Indirect drive



direct drive  and  indirect drive

In indirect drive, the fuel containing capsule is irradiated by 
thermal X-rays (200-300 eV), generated and confined in a cavity (a 
hohlraum).   

104



Why indirect-drive?

Pros: 
•  long scale irradiation uniformity weakly dependent on beam disposition
•  smooth radiation field on short scales
•  RTI less violent then in direct drive, 

due to much higher ablation velocity (linear growth rate γ = (ak)1/2 - k uabl, ���
with a: acceleration, k mode number, uabl ablation velocity = areal mass ablation rate/
density) 

Con: lower coupling efficiency [& much more complex modelling]
(laser => X-rays => capsule, with loss to generate the radiating plasma, 
loss from the hole, loss of X in the hohlraum wall)    

105
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VII.  NIF ignition experiments



Laser fusion early history

1950’s: driver power levels, times scales for manageable release of fusion 
energy(< 1 GJ; few mg DT fuel) computed; no appropriate driver available 

1960-’62: laser + Q-switch
⇒  lasers fusion concept (R. Kidder, J. Nuckolls, A. Sakharov, N. Basov,...)

•  lasers for fusion:
o wavelength: ¼ – ½ µm
o  few 100 TW; 1-to-few MJ; few ns pulses
o High rep. rate, high efficiency (for reactor)



Laser and targets for ignition ���
(at the NIF)

≈ 1995: experimental, theoretical, computational data base, ���
             supporting design of ignition experiments (Lindl, PoP 1995)

Indirect drive: weaker RTI, low sensitivity to beam non-uniformities

1.8 MJ – 400 TW; vuv (0.35 µm), accurate pulse shaping

fuel mass mDT = 0.17 mg
implosion velocity u = 370 km/s
adiabat α = 1.5

objective: Y > 15 MJ (G ≥ 10) 
fuel parameters at ignition: 
hot spot pressure > 350 Gbar; <ρR> = 1.5 g/cm2; peak density = 1000 g/cm3 



Experiments at the NIF (National Ignition 
Facility) aim at achieving ignition using indirect 

drive.
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NIF laser (Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, CA, USA):
•  laser a vetro:Nd, con triplicazione di frequenza
• energia totale per impulso: 1.8 MJ (λ = 0.35 µm)
• potenza di picco: 500 TW
• 192 fasci, focalizzabili con errore < 50 µm 
• potenza (di ciascun bundle di fasci) programmabile nel tempo 

(range dinamico 1:100);
•  funziona meglio delle specifiche di progetto! 
• costruita fra il 1998 e il 2009
• costo: 4 G$; finanziata dal Defence Program del DoE (ora dalla 

NNSA del DoE)



NIF hohlraum target
coupling &  symmetry 

symmetry control:
•  beam orientation
•  beam pointing
•  hohlraum aspect ratio
•  hohlraum fill

beam coupling: choice of 
materials

entropy control: cryogenic fuel, 
pulse shaping

preheat limitation: ablator 
doping

(courtesy of LLNL)



National ignition campaign, NIC, (2010-12) 
demonstrated strong compression, but did not achieve ignition

Note that NIF laser outperforms design specs

•  implosion velocity smaller than expected (see later)
•  pressure (much) smaller than expected

D. Hicks et al., Phys. Plasmas 19, 122702 (2012);
N. B. Meezan et al., Phys. Plasmas 20, 056311 (2013);
O. L. Landen et al., Plasma Phys. Controll. Fusion 54, 124026 (2012)
J. D. Lindl et al., Phys. Plasmas 21, 020501 (2014)



NIF baseline ignition experiments (NIC campaign) vs simulations

NIC campaign: general qualitative agreement, strong compression, but

•   15% laser light backscattered from the hohlraum (vs few % expected) ���
(laser-plasma instabilities, LPI’s)

•   Implosion velocity 10% smaller than expected (for given absorbed energy)
•   Low-mode asymmetries poorly controlled
•   once the required implosion velocity was approached (by increasing laser power and/or 

reducing shell thickness) fuel contaminated as a consequence of instabilities

⇒  outstanding (and unique) diagnostics essential for understanding above results



Understading key issues separately:
try to get 1D implosion,

at the expense of compression
= => record yield 

2014 (high-foot) experiments 
(Hurricane et al, Nature 2014): 

higher foot power:
•  entropy increased to 

-  reduce RTI growth
-  make imploding shell thicker

•  shorter pulse => less LPI’s
implosion velocity ≈ 320 km/s; α ≈ 2.5 

=> fusion yield nearly as predicted by 1D sims
⇒  fuel gain > 1 
⇒  yield multiplication by self-heating My = 2

but compression insufficient for ignition



2013- 2014: Further progress: for the first time
1)  fusion energy larger than fuel energy at burn time
2)  about 50% of the reactions due to self-heating
O. Hurricane et al., Nature 506, 343 (2014) 
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Nov. 2013 – 
Spring 2014

- increased temperature
-  improved symmetry
-  reduced instability-
  induced mixing

- lower compression
  (higher entropy)

for a detailed discussion see 
Rosen, APS-DPP 2014, LLNL-PRES-662854
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NIF National Ignition 
Campaign (2010-12)

high resolution radiography, showing implosion, stagnation, bounce
[D. Hicks et al., Phys. Plasmas 19, 122702 (2012)]
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O. Hurricane et al., Nature 506, 343 (2014) 



How far from ignition?

Yield in high foot experiments ~ 30 kJ, while ignition yield  Y > 1 MJ ���
Really so far from ignition? Is yield the right metric?

A better metric(*): generalized Lawson parameter χ = (pτ)/(pτ)ignition  [τ: confinement t]
•  Yield multiplication by self-heating My is a unique function of χ:  My=My(χ)

•  In terms of measurable quantities: χ = const (ρR)0.61(Y/mDT) 0.24

Low foot experiments:  χ ≤ 0.3     (My ≤ 1.3)
High foot experiments: χ = 0.6     (My = 2)

   For ignition:  χ ≥ 1     (My > 100):
   progress by a factor ≈ 2 needed

(*) R. Betti et al., Phys. Plasmas 17, 058102 (2010)



How far from ignition?���
How to double Lawson parameter? 

What in terms of driver/target hydro parameters?
χ ≈ ITF 0.4, with ITF the LLNL ignition threshold factor ���
                       [Spears et al, PoP 2012, Lindl et al., PoP 2014] ���
ITF = ITF1D * (corrections for deviations from1D)���
ITF1D ≈ mDT u8 α-1.6 = 2 η Elaser u6

  α-1.6 

In the high foot expt. (corrections ...) ≅ 1���
 => ITF must grow by 3; all laser energy alredy used; 

=> increase  η; increase u, decrease α, ���
without degrading symmetry and stability 

Current efforts (review talk by Rosen, APS-DPP 2014, LLNL-PRES-662854): 
•  Optimize design to reduce backscattering  (and, at the same time, control symmetry): 
shorter pulse, Carbon ablator, change fill-gas density, hohlraum shape
•  Adiabat shaping to control instabilities, while increasing compression
•  Use more efficient materials



 A few lesson learnt from the NIC

1.  Models predictive when used in tested regimes 
2.  Issues with LPI’s and nonlinear RTI => try to avoid or reduce 

risks
3.  Importance of diagnostics and synthetic diagnostics;
4.  Experiment to test single issues under relevant conditions and 

improve models

5.   Need for large safety margins 
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VIII.  Advanced ignition schemes



Higher gain (than expected on NIF)?
Ignition at smaller laser energy ?

Simpler targets?   

NIF-LMJ designed 15 years ago; since then
•  laser progress:

o  smooth beams
o  ultraintense lasers
o  pulse shaping

•  new ignition schemes (fast ignition, shock ignition)
•  improved understanding of RTI  

==>
•   New options for direct-drive (already discussed here)

and/or
•   Alternate approaches to ignition



Advanced ignition schemes:
separate compression and hot spot creation

First compress,  then heat

    

€ 

G =
mDTΦQDT

Ed-compr + Ed-ig

=ΦQDT
u i

2

2ηaηh

+
Ed-ig

mDT

⎛ 

⎝ 
⎜ 

⎞ 

⎠ 
⎟ 

−1

Lower implosion velocity now required  (compression only) 

Higher gain can be achieved if ignition  driver energy
 (much) smaller than compression driver energy



Accessing the ignition domain

Standard central ignition
(a single step process)

Vs

Advanced ignition
(two-step processes):

Fast ignition

Shock ignition 



Require lower implosion velocity = =>  Less susceptible to RTI

Fast ignition does not require a central hot spot

Shock ignition robust to stagnation phase RTI (see later)

Allow for direct-drive, with proper ablator design and pulse shaping

Allow for higher gain 
       lower velocity = lower specific energy, 
       direct-drive: efficient energy coupling)

The pros of advanced ignition schemes



No central hot spot 
      ==> relaxed implosion symmetry ���

and stability requirements

Lower density 
      ==> relaxed stability requirements
      ==> higher energy gain 

M. Tabak, S. Atzeni



Fast ignition requires an ultra-intense 
(& efficiently coupled) driver [more in Appendix C]

optimal parameters for density ρ = 300 g/cm3

delivered energy  18 kJ
spot radius  20 µm
pulse duration   20 ps
delivered pulse power  0.9 PW
delivered pulse intensity  7.2 x 1019 W/cm2

CPA lasers could meet such requirements

SA, Phys. Plasmas 6, 3316 (1999)

I



Standard fast ignition: 
how is energy transported to the fuel?

Nonlinear, relativistic plasma physics involved

we have to rely on large extrapolations

Ultraintense laser ==> hot electrons (few MeV) ==> hot-spot creation

interaction ���
(at critical density)

transport���
( 1 GA current)

deposition���
(in compressed 

plasma)

other issue: matching hot electron range energy with hot spot;
a lot of current debate 127



next:

shock ignition

intense laser pulse towards the end 
of the imposion generates a strong 

converging shock



lower implosion velocity =  > lower pressure���
but stagnation pressure can be amplified by ���

a properly tuned shock

a)  pulse generates 
imploding shock

b)  imploding shock 
amplified as it 
converges

c)  imploding shock 
pregresses, while shock 
bounces from center

d)  the two shocks collide, 
and launch new shocks; 
the imploding shock 
heats the hot spot  



Laser pulse: 
Shock ignition vs fast ignition 

HiPER Target: S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi and C. Bellei, PoP, 15, 14052702  (2007) 
Pulses: X. Ribeyre et al, PPCF 51, 015013 (2009);  
             S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 53, 035010 (2011)  

Laser wavelength = 0.35 µm 



Shock-ignition  (HiPER target) 

Laser wavelength = 0.35 µm
Compression energy: 180 kJ
Focal spot: 0.64 mm (compression)
                   0.4   mm (SI)

Target: S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi and C. Bellei, PoP, 15, 14052702  (2007) 
Pulses: X. Ribeyre et al, PPCF 51, 015013 (2009); + SA et al (2011,12,13) 

Target: HiPER baseline target 



   
Shock ignition: 

reduced hot spot-RTI growth  

No SI spike 

Shock ignition 

with the 
CELIA 

radiation 
spectrum 

S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 2011.; see also Ribeyre et al. PPCF 2009  



Shock-ignition 
tolerates very large spike asymmetry

(warning: artifact of flux-limited SH elec. conduction?) 

Reference 
irradiation pattern 

10.4 µm 
displacement 

Symmetric 
ignition spike 

Reference 
irradiation pattern 

10.4 µm 
displacement 

ignition spike 
with l = 2,  
C2 = 80%  

asymmetry 



We are studying shock ignition scenarii on LMJ & NIF using the 
indirect drive laser ports and focusing hardware : Polar Drive is 

required

33.2°
49.0°

59.5°

78.0°
NorthSouth Est

120.5°
131.0°

146.8°

West

Beam position (Aitoff)

40 quads pattern : - uses quad splitting, defocusing and repointing (Polar Drive)

80 beams for compression + spike (PDD)   3.8 kJ,    1.5 TW/beam

              80 beams for spike only (DD, tight focus)    0.75 kJ,   1.5 TW/beam

1 LMJ Quad 
formed from 4 
40x40 (cm) beams

May be split
and repointed 
on 
a sphere for
optimal 
illumination

courtesy of G. Schurtz, CELIA, U. Bordeaux-1 



Towards the reactor?

A very long path

After ignition demonstration, we have to increase 

• driver efficiency x 10
• driver rep rate x 10000
•  target gain x 5 – 10

However, potential solutions exists and are being studied
(Diode pumped solid-state lasers)
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